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Alphabet and letter sounds sheet

Look at the photos and fill in the missing letter to complete each word. See the photos and fill in what's missing to complete each word. Say the name of each photo. Write the first letter of the line. Draw a line that corresponds to each picture with the letter that makes the initial sound. T is one of the most commonly used consonants in the English language. Follow T. I practice
writing it online. Then write it under each picture that starts with the t sound. Draw a line that corresponds to each picture with the letter that makes the initial sound. Say the name of each photo. What's the end of the word? Draw a line linking the symbols to the name of each picture. Finish it by filling the empty space. Look at the pictures and fill in the missing symbol to complete
each word. Say aloud the name of each photo. Use the letters above to fill in the missing parts. This will help you move on to words. Say the name of each photo. Circle any picture that has the sound /b/ somewhere in your name. Read and say aloud the name of each picture. Then identify any picture that has the sound somewhere in its name. This symbol appears in just over
seven and a half percent of all words in English. Track him down and practice recording him on the line. Then save r under each picture that starts with the sound r. Say the name of each picture. Write the letter whose sound you hear at the beginning of the word. Round the correct start sound for each picture. Look at the pictures and fill in the missing symbol to complete each
word. Welcome to the Confessions of Home, Fonic. Click on any of the items below to download. If the document does not open in your browser, right click on the link and select Save link as. Select a place on your hard drive to save it and click OK. Letter A (apple) letter A (ant), letter C letter C letter D letter E letter E, letter G, letter H(I)(J)(J))letter K(M)(M)(M)(H)(R)(R)(R)(T)(T)(U)
(V)(letter) Letter X, letter D(D)(H). If there is something you cannot find you do not feel free to write to me on erica {at} confessionsofahomeschooler {dot} PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, HomesPage 2In this 20-week team study letter, you will find 48 digraphs and vowels teams (ee, t,t, s, l, l, 2, wh, ce, ci, ci, ing, oh, ai, ai, oi, oi, oi, oi, oi, your, ir, ink, ge, gi, igh, KN, ew, wr, ent, CK, yk,
k, ong, onk, wye, uh, oa, ear, Ea, Ea, ui, tch, hoarse, ey, ey). These words: 3before kindergarten, 1th, 2nd, 3th, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Home Schools, StaffPage 4Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6thPage 5Build 5Th Alphabet Mats are a joke, hand for viewing and studying all letters, write letters (letter formation), letter
and strengthen these finely fine Muscles. They are ideal for morning baths, fine motor baths, small group, early finishers, arrival time, arrival acPage 6B credit Letter for CVC words, magic e, vowels and vowels- wh, ph, ck, -Home blends bl, fl, fr, sm, SPL, dr, sp, tr, st, scr, sl, sn, page PreK, kindergarten, kindergarten, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 82nd Page, 3, 4th, 5th, 6th, 6th,
82nd page, 3, 4th, 5th, 6th, 6th, 6th, 6th, 6th, Page 12, Page 82, Page 3, 4th, 5th, 6th, 6th, 12th Page, Page 82, Page 3, 4th, 5th, 6th, 6th, 6th , Page 12, 3, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Home, StaffPage 9American Football Bulletins, American Football Classroom Decor, American Football Alphabet Posters A to Z Letters, Letters A to Z
, 0 to 9 Numbers and Symbols, !, ., , :, , , , ~, *, -, _, +, =, @, $, $, $, % , &amp;, and , . Each letter is on an A4-sized sheet with beautiful pattPage 10Coffee nipples newsletter letters, coffee bean classroom Uc, Coffee Bean Posters Alphabets, letters A to Z, 0 to z digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , *, *, -, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, %, &amp; gt; Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a
beautiful pattern. To print 2Page 11Alvin Bulletin Letters on board, Halloween Classroom DecorHas A to Z letters, letters from 0 to z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , , ~, *, -, _, +, =, @, #, $ , % , &amp;, ?, and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page, please page 12 Halloween Newsletter letters, Halloween
Classroom DecorHas from A to Z letters, from 0 to z digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , , ~, *, *, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, %, &amp;, ?, ?, /, / s , Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page, pleaseStrat 13 Halloween Newsletter Letters, Halloween Classroom DecorHas A to Z letters, letters from up to z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, ,
, , , , , ~, *, _, +, =, #, $, %, &amp;, %, ?, /and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page, pleaseStrat 14Fall, Acorns Newsletter Letters, Autumn Classroom DecorHas A to Z letters, letters 0 to z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , ,, , ~, -, +, +, =, @, #, $, % , &amp;, ?, and , Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful
pattern. To print two or more letters on one page, please page 15Fol, Pumpkin Newsletter Letters, Autumn Classroom DecorHas from A to Z letters, from 0 to z digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , ~, *, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, %, &amp;, ?, ?, /, /, and , Each letter is on a sheet of size a4 with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page, pleaseStrat 16Geometric, Spring, Earth
Day Newsletter Letters, Geometric Classroom Decor, Geometric Posters Alphabet A to Z, Letters a to Z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , ~, *, -, _, +, =, #, $, %, %, %, ?, ?, ?, /, /, and , on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. Page 17Geometric Bulletin Letters, Geometric Classroom Decor, Geometric Alphabet PostersHazi from A to Z letters, letters 0 to 9 and numbers,
!, ., , :, , , , , , , , *, *, -, _, =, @, #, $, % , &amp;, ?, and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more page 18Mist letters for the newsletter, Colorful classroom décor, Colorful alphabetic postersThere are A to Z letters, letters 0 to Z, !, ., , :, , , , , , , ~, *, *, -, +, +, =, @, $, %, %, ?, / and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To
print 2 or more letterPage 19Fall Bulletin Board Letters, Fall Classroom Decor, Autumn Alphabet PostersThere are A to Z letters, letters from 0 to Z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , ,, ,, , ~, *, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, ?, ?,/ s , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page 20Fall, Polka Dots Newsletter Letters, Autumn Classroom
DecorHas A to Z letters, from 0 to z digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , ~, ~, *, *, -, _, +, =, $, $, $, %, &amp;, ?, ?, /, / and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letters on one page, plePage 21Fall, ballot box letters, autumn classroom DecorHas A to Z letters, from 0 to z digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , ~, *, -, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, %, &amp;,
?, / and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print two or more letters on one page, please cPage 22Trees Bulletin Board Letters, Trees Classroom Decor, Tree Plate A to Z, letters A to Z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , , , , , ~, *, _, =, @, #, $, %, %, %, &amp;, ?, / and , Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or
more letters on oPage 23Winter Snowman newsletter on board letters, Winter Snowmap Classroom Rear Snowmaps, Winter Snow cards alphabet postersHai from A to Z letters, letters from A to Z, from 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , *, *, *, -, _, +, =, @, #, $, %, &amp;, &amp;, /, /, Each letter is on a sheet of size a4 with a beautiful pattern. To pPage 24Fall Fox Newsletter
Letters, Autumn Fox Classroom Decor, Autumn Fox Alphabet posters A to Z, letters A to Z, 0 to 9 digits and symbols, !, ., , :, , , , , , , , , *, *, *, _, +, =, @, #, $, % , &amp;, ?, and , . Each letter is on a sheet of a4 size with a beautiful pattern. To print 2 or more letPage 25Winter, Snowman Class Quotes, Pennon Letters, Newsletters, Inspirational Quotes, Coloring Pages The words
read, HAPPY HOLIDAYSEach letter is on 8.5 of 11 inch sheet. Additional drink marks are also included. If you need a smaller size, then 2 or more pages can be printed on one shPage 26Winter, Snowman Classroom Quotes, Pennant letters, Bulletin with captions, Inspirational quotes, coloring Words Read, singing SNOW VERY FUNEach letter is 8.5 by 11 inches. They also
included Brands. If you need a smaller size, 2 pages or more can be printed on the
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